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QUESTION 1

An administrator suspects the virtual machines on the host are trying to send more throughput to the storage system
than the configuration on the host supports. 

What data counter would best identify the suspected problem? 

A. kernelLatency 

B. networkRate 

C. deviceLatency 

D. queueLatency 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is trying to retrieve objects from a SharePoint server and finds the request is taking an excessive 

amount of time. An administrator tries to isolate the issue and notes the following: 

Application performance is poor when compared to virtual machines on other hosts. 

Performance improves when the virtual machine is moved to another host. 

The virtual machine encounters higher than expected CPU %Ready times. 

What conclusion can be reached regarding the performance issues for this virtual machine? 

A. Host Power Management is directly impacting virtual machine performance. 

B. The virtual machine has a large number of snapshots. 

C. The Path Selection Policy for the storage device is set differently on the affected host. 

D. Network I/O control is configured for the portgroup. 

Correct Answer: A 

Processor Power Management (Power Saving, Power Scaling) is impacting application performance on 

virtual machines. 

Reference: https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do? 

language=en_USandcmd=displayKCandexternalId=1018206 

 

QUESTION 3
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An administrator is unable to create the first group in a new vRealize Operations environment. 

What is the likely cause of the problem? 

A. There are no group types defined. 

B. The group is not defined in SSO. 

C. There are more than 32 group types defined. 

D. The description for the group is not provided. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: There is no group types defined when administrator is unable to create the first group in a new vRealize
Operations environment. 

Reference: https://www.vmware.com/support/vrops/doc/vrops-601-release-notes.html 

 

QUESTION 4

What component must be installed prior to deploying a vCenter Server in vSphere 6.x? 

A. vCenter Identity Services 

B. Platform Services Controller 

C. vCenter Single Sign-On 

D. Client Integration Plug-In 

Correct Answer: B 

You have to install Platform services controller before deploying vcenter server in vSphere 6.x Reference:
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do? language=en_USandcmd=displayKCandexternalId=2107948 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the Exhibit. 
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An administrator is viewing network connectivity for a new virtual machine, as shown in the Exhibit. 

Based on the Exhibit, what will occur with the network traffic of this virtual machine when communicating externally from
vSwitch1? 

A. The virtual machine will communicate on both uplinks 

B. The virtual machine will only communicate on vmnic1 

C. The virtual machine will only communicate on vmnic2 

D. The virtual machine will fail to communicate externally 

Correct Answer: D 

The virtual machine will fail to communicate externally because it seems that the connection to the physical adapters is
not right. 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements are correct when turning off a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) Cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. The resource pool hierarchy of the DRS cluster is maintained. 

B. The resource pool hierarchy of the DRS cluster is removed. 

C. The affinity settings of the DRS cluster are removed and not maintained when DRS is re-enabled. 

D. The affinity settings of the DRS cluster are maintained when DRS is re-enabled. 

Correct Answer: BC 

When DRS is disabled, the cluster\\'s resource pool hierarchy and affinity rules are not reestablished when DRS is
turned back on. So if you disable DRS, the resource pools are removed from the cluster. Reference:
http://www.vladan.fr/vcp6-dcv-objective-9-2-configure-advanced-vsphere-drs-features/ 

 

QUESTION 7
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An administrator is performing an interactive installation of ESXi 6.x. 

Which three options are available for installation? (Choose three.) 

A. DVD 

B. USB 

C. PXE 

D. Scripted 

E. Auto Deploy 

Correct Answer: ABC 

You can install ESXi 6.x using DVD drive, USB flash drive or PXE. Reference:
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do? language=en_USandcmd=displayKCandexternalId=2109708 

 

QUESTION 8

When attempting to power on a virtual machine, the following error message is shown: 

Unable to access a file since it is locked 

What are two actions that can be taken to address this situation? (Choose two.) 

A. Investigate only the logs for the virtual machine. 

B. Investigate the logs for both the host and the virtual machine. 

C. Power off the other virtual machines on the host, then retry the operation. 

D. Reboot the host the virtual machine is running on. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator has configured an alarm to be notified when a virtual machine meets two conditions: high virtual CPU
high active memory consumption 

The alarm is malfunctioning and triggering when either condition is met instead of both. 

What can be done to correct the issue? 

A. Edit the alarm and select Trigger if ALL of the following conditions are satisfied. 

B. Edit the alarm and select Trigger if ANY of the following conditions are satisfied. 

C. Create two separate alarms, one for CPU and one for memory. 

D. Delete the existing alarm and create a new event based alarm. 
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Correct Answer: A 

Edit the alarm and select Trigger if All of the following conditions are satisfied. Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esx-vcenter/index.jsp?topic=/ 

com.vmware.vsphere.dcadmin.doc_41/vc_client_help/working_with_alarms/ c_condition_and_state_triggers.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two are true about the Risk badge in vRealize Operations? (Choose two.) 

A. The Risk badge indicates potential future problems that may degrade the performance of the system. 

B. Risks may require attention in the near future. 

C. The Risk badge indicates problems that are degrading performance of the system. 

D. Risks require attention now to correct system performance problems. 

Correct Answer: AB 

The Risk badge indicates potential problems that might eventually degrade the performance of the system. 

Risk does not necessarily imply a current problem. Risk indicates problems that might require your 

attention in the near future, but not immediately. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.vcops.doc% 

2FGUID-30184AD9-6790-48DC-96C5-4A38DEEFEA3A.html 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator is using the Host Failures to Tolerate Admission Control Policy for a vSphere High Availability (HA)
cluster. When configuring this setting on the cluster, the administrator sees this error message: 

Insufficient resources to satisfy HA failover level on cluster 

What are two likely causes for the error? (Choose two.) 

A. The hosts in the cluster are disconnected. 

B. A host in the cluster is displaying an HA error. 

C. Distributed Resource Scheduler has not been configured on the cluster. 

D. Virtual Machine Component Protection has not been turned on. 

Correct Answer: AB 

One of the causes is that the hosts in the cluster are disconnected. They might be displaying an HA error. Reference:
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do? language=en_USandcmd=displayKCandexternalId=1001596 
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QUESTION 12

Which two statements are true about deploying and using vSphere Replication? (Choose two.) 

A. ESXi hosts managed by a single vCenter Server instance require a connection between the two vSphere Replication
appliances. 

B. Sites managed by different vCenter Server instances require a connection between the two vSphere Replication
appliances. 

C. Sites managed by different vCenter Server instances require the use of Site Recovery Manager and a connection
between the two vSphere Replication appliances. 

D. ESXi hosts managed by a single vCenter Server instance require a single vSphere Replication appliance. 

Correct Answer: BD 

To use vSphere Replication between two sites managed by different vCenter Server instances, you must configure a
connection between the two vSphere Replication appliances. You can complete this process on either site on which you
have installed a vSphere Replication appliance. If you are using an untrusted certificate, certificate warnings might
appear during the process. Alternatively, you can use vSphere Replication to replicate virtual machines between
different ESXi hosts that the same vCenter Server manages. In this case, you deploy only one vSphere Replication
appliance and you do not need to connect the primary and secondary sites. Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=% 2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.replication_admin.doc%2FGUID-
FFBF959C-5C05-42C0-A2FE3688AD55B6EF.html 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator needs to deploy five virtual machines to a Virtual SAN-based datastore. Each virtual machine has a
50GB virtual disk and 16GB of memory. The remaining space on the datastore is 300GB. The administrator is unable to
power on all five virtual machines concurrently. 

Which two statements will enable the administrator to power on all five virtual machines concurrently? (Choose two.) 

A. Create an 8GB memory limit for each virtual machine. 

B. Use per-virtual machine swap for the five virtual machines. 

C. Create an 8 GB memory reservation for each virtual machine. 

D. Use host-local swap for the five virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator is moving a virtual machine into a resource pool. The VM and resource pool are configured as shown: 

VM configuration: 2GHz CPU reservation 1GB Memory limit 

Resource Pool configuration: 6GHz CPU reservation 1GB Memory reservation No limit to memory 
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What happens to the virtual machine\\'s resource settings when it is moved into the pool? 

A. The VM inherits the resource settings of the resource pool if expandable reservations is enabled. 

B. The VM\\'s reservations and limits are ignored and removed. 

C. The VM keeps the 2GHz CPU reservation but receives the 1GB memory reservation. 

D. The VM keeps the 2GHz CPU reservation and the 1GB Memory limit. 

Correct Answer: D 

When the VM is moved into the pool, it keeps the 2 GHz CPU reservation and 1 GB memory limit. Reference: https://pu
bs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenterserver-60-resource-management-
guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 15

Refer to the Exhibit. 

An administrator has created the resource pool configuration shown in the Exhibit. Based on the exhibit, which virtual
machine(s) can be successfully powered on? 

A. VM-M1 only 

B. VM-K1 only 

C. VM-K1 and VM-K2 only 

D. VM-K1, VM-K2, and VM-M1 

Correct Answer: D 
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